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Exercises of Activity Book
I remember

1 Complete the following words. Then match them with their clues.

Logical (d) clear; making sense e. gases surrounding a planet1.

Atmosphere (e). gases surrounding a planet2.

Preserve (a) to keep something the same as when it was made3.

traditional (c) done or made in the same way for a long time4.

Scuba diving (b) diving underwater using a tank of air5.

 

2 Circle the correct form of the adjective.  

Zeina ran the race in 58 seconds, but it only took Sana 521.

seconds, so Zeina is slower than Sana.
Tom Cruise is so well known, he is probably the most famous film2.

star in the world.
The sun shines so brightly in Jordan, the weather is much hotter3.

than in Britain.
Eating salad is very good for you. It's a lot better than eating ice4.

cream all the time.
Jeanne Calment was the oldest person who ever lived. She was5.

122 years old when she died!
 

3 Rewrite these sentences in the affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms.
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4 Fill in the gaps with the affirmative, negative or interrogative forms
of there is/there are.

There isn’t any chocolate on the cake.1.

Are there any grammar mistakes in his essay?2.

There is milk, bread and cheese for breakfast.3.

Is there any honey in the kitchen?4.

There aren’t any mountains where I live.5.

5 Make sentences about how to preserve and protect monuments.

rubbish / leave / . / all / about / lying / place / Don't / over / the1.

Don't leave rubbish lying about all over the place.

on / write / walls / your / stones / name / . / or / Don't2.

Don't write your name on walls or stones.

when / the / ancient / . / landmarks / careful / Be / visiting3.

Be careful when visiting the ancient landmarks.
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landmark / parts / take / of / . / souvenirs / Buy / don't / but / , /4.

 the

Buy souvenirs, but don't take parts of the landmark.

sure / have / time / good / . / Make /  a / you5.

Make sure you have a good time

6 Choose the correct answer from a, b or c.  

Which word means there is very little water?1.

a) drought     

b) fiood     

c) tornado

Who takes the place of an actor when something dangerous has2.

to be done in a film?

a) a fireman     

b) a nurse     

c) a stuntman

Rajab loves rally driving. Which of these would he enjoy most?3.

a) beach holidays     

b) adventure holidays     

c) ecotourism

What makes breathing in cities difficult?4.

a) pollution     
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b) aluminium     

c) ecology

Which person solves crimes?5.

a servant     

b) a merchant     

c) a detective

7 Find five words relating to detecting and five words relating to
holidays.

Detecting: police officer, ransom, suspect, kidnap, investigate.

Helidays: tourism, relax, swim, sandcastle, sunbathe.


